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Maybe the reason you haven't received them is that they hadn't been sent.  I don't know.  Sounds like a good 

reason to me.  I enjoyed the three Reich articles.  I must say that I thought Reich didn't look too good.Finally, 

as promised.To:	Jeremycc:	Eric From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	06/06/97 11:06:07 

AMSubject:	Footnote in new Warren bioUnfortunately (due to my reduced circumstances!) I did not buy the 

book, but only copied out the line I quoted in my earlier e-mail.  So Eric may have to procure a copy on your 

end.  I took some time in the bookstore to skim the relevant chapter (where I caught the reference to 

grandson Jeffrey) and it seemed to be a rehash of information already in the public realm (eg, Warren having 

been the only one to view the autopsy photos, etc.).Also, I don't believe the Ford notes you referenced have 

come through as yet.  FYI.To:	Dave Montague/ARRBcc:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB   

Date:	06/06/97 06:48:43 AMSubject:	Footnote in new Warren bioDave:  Please find Jeffrey Warren.Joe:  

could you fax to us the relevant pages?Eric:  if Joe can't fax the pages, would you see if you can borrow the 

book?To:	Jeremycc:	 From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	06/05/97 07:21:09 PMSubject:	Footnote in new 

Warren bioAs you're probably well aware, there is a new biography of Earl Warren out: Chief Justiceby Ed 

Gray.  The book contains a chapter on the Warren Commission.  On page 427, in a footnote, Gray refers to a 

Jeffrey Warren (Earl Warren's grandson) as "the family's acknowledged expert on the Kennedy Commission."  

It's a long shot, but you might want to consider finding and contacting Jeffrey, just in case he knows something 

about the 9/18 Executive Session.  For what it's worth (since you called me with the explicit purpose of getting 

closure on my old  memo, I hesitate to even mention the above).   
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